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61. Deborah and Richard Schmidt (web form dated October 15, 2008) 
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61.   Deborah and Richard Schmidt (web form comment dated September 
21, 2008)  

61.1 The commentor expresses support for the Proposed Project.  This comment 
concerns the merits of the project and does not concern the adequacy of the Draft 
EIR or BART’s compliance with CEQA.  Construction of the Proposed Project to 
Hillcrest Avenue is Phase 1 of a longer project envisioned to eventually extend 
farther east to Oakley, Brentwood and Byron/Discovery Bay.  Please refer to page 
S-11 of the Draft EIR for more information.   
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62. Dr. David Schneider (letter dated October 15, 2008) 
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62. Dr. David Schneider (web form comment dated October 15, 2008) 

62.1 The commentor expresses a preference for light rail technology over the Proposed 
Project.  Two electric propulsion alternatives - conventional BART and Light Rail 
Vehicle (LRV) technology - were considered in Section 5, Alternatives, of the 
Draft EIR.  Also, please refer to Master Response 3 in Section 3 of this document 
regarding electric propulsion technology.   
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63. Douglas P. Sibley (letter dated October 16, 2008) 
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63.   Douglas P. Sibley (web form comment dated October 16, 2008)  

63.1 The BART District Act authorizes BART to operate a rapid transit service, 
broadly defined as the transportation of passengers by any means (Cal. Public 
Utilities Code Sections 28505, 29030).  The Act allows BART flexibility in rail 
technology and also includes authority to operate bus lines (Public Utilities Code 
Section 29035). 

63.2 There are other transfer platforms in the Bay Area.  The transfer platform between 
BART and Caltrain at the Millbrae BART Station is one example.  However, 
unlike the BART-Caltrain platform at Millbrae, which can be accessed directly by 
station patrons, the proposed transfer platform at Pittsburg/Bay Point serves only 
as a transfer between BART and the DMU, and would not be accessible by 
patrons who are not already on one of the trains.  This arrangement may be a 
unique design.  A simulation was developed to illustrate how the proposed transfer 
platform would operate.  The simulation is available at the eBART website 
(www.ebartproject.org/content/10007/preview.html).  

63.3 As discussed in Section 5, Alternatives, of the Draft EIR, the Proposed Project, 
which uses DMU technology, would not require additional property acquisition 
compared to a conventional BART extension.  The widened median will be of 
sufficient width to accommodate any of the Proposed Project alternatives, whether 
it is the Proposed Project (DMU), BRT, LRV, or conventional BART.  Property 
requirements would be greater for a BART system compared to other alternatives, 
because BART requires traction power stations, whereas the Proposed Project 
does not, and a BART extension would require a 25-acre maintenance yard near 
Hillcrest Avenue, which would be much larger than that needed for the DMU. 

63.4 The DMU is more cost effective in both the short-term and the long-term.  
Constructing conventional BART to Hillcrest would cost approximately $1,173 
million compared to $479 million for a DMU.  The DMU also would have lower 
operating and maintenance costs ($8.3 million annually compared to $14 million 
annually for BART) (see Table 5-10 on page 5-39 of the Draft EIR).  The lower 
operating and maintenance costs for the DMU would be continued over the life of 
the project.  One of the major costs for conventional BART compared to a DMU 
is the “systems” components of BART, which includes communications, traction 
power, and train control systems.  DMUs have less sophisticated systems, which 
are less expensive than BART systems.  Therefore, a DMU is more cost effective 
than BART.   

63.5 BART will be responsible for operating the DMU system.  BART’s contracts and 
its relationship with its unions are not an environmental issue.  Since this comment 
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does not concern the adequacy of the Draft EIR or BART’s compliance with 
CEQA, no further response is necessary as part of this EIR. 

63.6 Please refer to Master Responses 2 and 5 in Section 3 of this document.  Master 
Response 2 explains the decision to pursue the Proposed Project rather than the 
BART Extension Alternative, which would use existing BART technology.  
Master Response 5 describes the health risk assessment performed for the diesel 
emissions that are predicted from the proposed DMU technology.  Master 
Response 5, along with the more detailed examination, presented in Impact AQ-7 
in Section 3.11, Air Quality, of the Draft EIR provide background for the EIR 
conclusion that health risks from the Proposed Project would be less than 
significant.   

63.7 BART is not constructing a transfer platform to reduce ridership, but is trying to 
provide transit service at an appropriate cost.  It is true that increasing the number 
of transfers can reduce the efficiency of transit, and therefore the likelihood that 
patrons will use it.  However, the ridership numbers in this EIR are a net number 
and already take into account any reduction in ridership due to the reluctance of 
patrons to transfer between two transit modes.  The resources are currently not 
available for extending conventional BART to Antioch and the anticipated 
ridership does not justify conventional BART technology. 

63.8 Cross-platform transfers are required at several locations within the BART system.  
For instance, a BART trip from Pittsburg/Bay Point to Coliseum Station requires a 
cross-platform transfer between the Concord Line and the Richmond-Fremont 
line.  A trip between Berkeley and Dublin-Pleasanton requires a cross-platform 
transfer.  The cross-platform transfer at the Pittsburg/Bay Point transfer platform 
would be the same, only the rail technologies on either side of the platform would 
be different.  The transfer platform would meet the requirements of all federal and 
state laws for accessibility. 

63.9 Two electric propulsion alternatives – conventional BART and Light Rail Vehicle 
(LRV) technology – were considered in Section 5, Alternatives, of the Draft EIR. 
Also, please refer to Master Response 3 in Section 3 of this document, regarding 
electric propulsion technology. 

63.10 The Proposed Project and the proposed BART extension to Santa Clara County 
are two independent projects.  Each has its own history, characteristics, and 
sources of funding.  An extension to Santa Clara County is planned to cover its 
own capital and operating costs with no BART funds required.  Funding for the 
Proposed Project is primarily being provided by regional, Contra Costa County, 
and state funding measures.  The Proposed Project funding plan in Table 2-5 on 
page 2-39 of the Draft EIR shows the funding sources for the Proposed Project. 
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63.11 The Proposed Project does not preclude a future BART extension along the 
alignment.  The alignment and structures of the Proposed Project have been 
designed to accommodate BART, as well as any of the other alternatives.  
Although no costs to retrofit a DMU system with BART have been developed, 
some of the DMU infrastructure would need to be replaced to accommodate 
BART.  Tracks would have to be replaced and reballasted, stations would need to 
be replaced, and a new maintenance facility would be necessary.  
Communications, train control, and traction power systems would all need to be 
added as well.   
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64. Jeff Smith (web form dated September 22, 2008) 
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64.   Jeff Smith (web form comment dated September 22, 2008)  

64.1 The commentor expresses support for the Proposed Project, and notes that BART 
should come to Antioch and perhaps to Brentwood.  This comment concerns the 
merits of the project and does not concern the adequacy of the Draft EIR or 
BART’s compliance with CEQA.  Please see page S-11 in the Draft EIR for more 
information about the Proposed Project extending to Brentwood. 
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65. Steve Vaccaro (web form dated September 30, 2008) 
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65. Steve Vaccaro (web form comment dated September 26, 2008)   

65.1 Please refer to Master Responses 3 and 4 in Section 3 of this document, regarding 
electric versus diesel-powered vehicles, alternative fuels, and hybrid drive.  As 
explained in Master Response 3, either the electric or diesel powered DMU would 
improve overall air quality, because of the net reduction in emissions that would 
result from the reduction in personal vehicle use as drivers switch to transit.  The 
commentor’s reference to a hybrid train concerns vehicles with a hybrid drive.  A 
hybrid drive allows energy produced during a brake cycle to be stored for use at a 
later time; for example, when the vehicle is accelerating again.  This technology is 
well suited for transit applications, in that the frequent starts and stops are 
amenable to the energy recovery feature.  It can be adapted for DMUs, but 
requires a diesel-electric powered vehicle.  Such diesel-electric DMUs are 
available, and would be suitable for the eBART project.  However, the hybrid 
feature is not yet readily available.  There are some vehicles in service on an 
experimental basis, mainly in Japan.  However, the additional development and 
components also increases the vehicle cost.   
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66. Paul J. Wigowsky (web form dated September 30, 2008) 
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66.   Paul J. Wigowsky (web form comment dated September 30, 2008)  

66.1 Please refer to Master Response 1 in Section 3 of this document, regarding 
BART’s decision to advance the DMU technology, rather than extending existing 
BART technology. 
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67. Anonymous (written comment at Antioch Public Hearing dated October 13, 2008) 
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67.   Anonymous (web form comment dated October 13, 2008)  

67.1 A station in the vicinity of Century Plaza (off Somersville Road) was considered 
for a possible station site during the original feasibility study for the Proposed 
Project.  However, it did not meet the criteria used to identify potential station 
sites, which included the following issues:   

� Station spacing – Century Boulevard and Somersville Road are very 
close to Railroad Avenue. 

� Density of existing and potential future development – The 
predominant land use is low density retail.  Most of the vacant land is 
slated to be developed as auto dealerships.  There is limited opportunity 
for transit-oriented development (TOD) and the current uses are not 
transit supportive. 

� Accessibility from the local and regional highway network – Century 
Boulevard does not have freeway access and the Somersville Road 
interchange is very congested. 

� Potential transit connections – Los Medanos College, which is nearby, 
is the current local transit hub, and is one of the more important focal 
points for Tri Delta Transit.  If a new hub were created at Century 
Boulevard, it would compete with the Los Medanos hub. 

� Constructability – The commercial development in this area has been 
built right up to the existing right-of-way.  The planned widening of 
SR 4 with the Proposed Project in the median would require a partial 
taking of several commercial parcels and a total taking of one major 
motel.  Further widening to accommodate a station would involve 
displacing additional commercial buildings.  

� Ridership – The Proposed Project’s ridership model showed lower 
patronage at Century Boulevard than at Hillcrest Avenue. 
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68. Anonymous (written comment at Antioch Public Hearing dated October 13, 2008) 
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68.   Anonymous (web form comment dated October 13 2008)  

68.1 The commentor expresses a preference for conventional BART over the Proposed 
Project.  Please refer to Master Response 2 in Section 3 of this document 
regarding the Contra Costa County taxpayer’s contributions to the BART system 
and BART’s evaluation of providing conventional BART technology.  This 
comment concerns the merits of the project and does not concern the adequacy of 
the Draft EIR or BART’s compliance with CEQA.  Discussions of the Proposed 
Project’s merits will occur during the upcoming BART Board public hearing. 

68.2 A station in the vicinity of the Century Plaza Shopping area (off Somersville 
Road) was considered for a possible station site during the original feasibility 
study for the Proposed Project.  However, it did not meet the criteria used to 
identify potential station sites, which included the following issues:   

� Station spacing – Century Boulevard and Somersville Road are very 
close to Railroad Avenue. 

� Density of existing and potential future development – The 
predominant land use is low density retail.  Most of the vacant land is 
slated to be developed as auto dealerships.  There is limited opportunity 
for transit-oriented development (TOD) and the current uses are not 
transit supportive. 

� Accessibility from the local and regional highway network – Century 
Boulevard does not have freeway access and the Somersville Road 
interchange is very congested. 

� Potential transit connections – Los Medanos College, which is nearby, 
is the current local transit hub, and is one of the more important focal 
points for Tri Delta Transit.  If a new hub were created at Century 
Boulevard, it would compete with the Los Medanos hub. 

� Constructability – The commercial development in this area has been 
built right up to the existing right-of-way.  The planned widening of 
SR 4 with the Proposed Project in the median would require a partial 
taking of several commercial parcels and a total taking of one major 
motel.  Further widening to accommodate a station would involve 
displacing additional commercial buildings.  

� Ridership – The Proposed Project’s ridership model showed lower 
patronage at Century Boulevard than at Hillcrest Avenue. 

 The transfer platform would cost an estimated $36 million of the $479 million cost 
of the DMU system.  BART would cost approximately $1,173 million.  As BART 
would be 2-1/2 times more expensive than the Proposed Project, the cost savings 
of eliminating the transfer platform for BART would not be justified. 
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68.3 The DMU project is Phase 1 of a project that is envisioned to go on to Oakley, 
Brentwood, and beyond.  The alignment and structures of the Proposed Project are 
designed to not preclude conventional BART in the future.  The alignment and 
structures for the Proposed Project have been designed to accommodate BART, as 
well as any of the other alternatives.  Although no costs to retrofit a DMU system 
with BART have been developed, some of the DMU infrastructure would need to 
be replaced to accommodate BART.  Tracks would have to be replaced and 
reballasted, stations would need to be replaced, and a new maintenance facility 
would be necessary.  Communications, train control, and traction power systems 
would all need to be added as well.  

68.4 The commentor expresses a preference for conventional BART over the Proposed 
Project.  Please refer to Response 68.1 above. 

68.5 The commentor expresses the desire for a station at Century Plaza (off Somersville 
Road).  Please refer to Response 68.2 above. 

68.6 The Proposed Project is independent of a conventional BART extension toward 
Warm Springs, and has its own development history and funding sources.  The 
commentor expresses a preference for conventional BART technology over the 
Proposed Project.  Please refer to Response 68.1 above.  


